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Randall Access Launches New Line of Floor Deployed Platforms That Have the Edge
•
•
•
•

Offering side door platform access with its new line of Floor Deployed Platforms (FDP)
Randall’s signature walk surface continues edge-to-edge on both the platforms and ladder steps
Innovative engineering features include easy deployment and stowing, multiple deck mounting levels, and
premium materials
Product line includes a variety of models, installation options, and ability to retrofit

ELMHURST, IL (March 17, 2016) Randall Access’s new line of side door access, Floor Deployed Platforms (FDP)
stand out among the crowd. Available now, the new line of platforms feature a variety of widths and depths along
with integrated ladders and ramp-ready capabilities. All platforms are equipped with Randall’s signature, all-weather
walk surface.

“Our new line of FDPs are engineered with the same level of innovation and industry-leading performance as our
walk ramps, steps, and elevated platform,” said Greg Jones, product manager, Access and Temp Control products.
“We are launching our new FDP line with two models – the FDP 3123 and FDP 3434 – additional models will be
available in the fall of 2016.”

FDP 3123
Designed for access at any side door, the FDP 3123 has a 31" wide X 23" deep walk surface with an integrated
ladder. The signature Randall walk surface on the platform and ladder steps provides superior traction and open
panel design. Drivers appreciate the ease with which the FDP 3123 platform and ladder slide in and out of the
tunnel. The FDP 3123 is installed at the OEM.

Additional features include:
•

Superior materials: extruded Aluminum, 6061 T6 Alloy

•

Two deck levels available: 48” high or 54” high

•

Slider pads and rollers for easy deployment & stowing

•

Integrated ladder with 4 steps; folds into tunnel with platform

•

Stainless steel spring latch locks the platform in place
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FDP 3434
The FDP 3434 is ramp and ladder-ready, in both the parallel and perpendicular positions. It has a 1,000 lb. working
capacity. The 3434 has a 34 ½” width x 34 ½” depth walk surface, deploys and stows quickly, and is retrofitable. It is
also available with a larger, 42 ½” wide platform, the FDP 4234 model. Randall’s signature aggressive walk surface
makes FDP 3434 and FDP 4234 the strong, large, and ready to be put-to-work side door platform.

Additional features include:
•

Superior materials: extruded Aluminum, 6061 T6 Alloy

•

Stainless steel spring latch locks platform in place

•

1 ½” space between panels allows the platform to be supported by trailer cross members, precluding undue
stress on the trailer floor

“Drivers, fleet and safety managers continue to demand products that exhibit strength, control, and performance. It
is our mission to engineer Access products that provide drivers with the confidence to perform their jobs better, safer
and faster,” continues Jones.
###

About Randall Manufacturing & Randall Access
Randall Manufacturing is a leading manufacturer of temperature control products within refrigerated trailers,
warehouses, and facilities across the country. What started with its flagship insulated bulkhead line has grown into
the most extensive temperature control products portfolio for the logistics and warehouse industries.

Randall Access, Randall Manufacturing’s newest division, offers a full portfolio of trailer access products including
Straight and Folding Safety Walkramps, middle and front door Platforms, and Retractable Steps for delivery
vehicles. For more information about Randall Access and Randall Manufacturing. Visit www.randallaccess.com and
www.randallmfg.com.

